SOME THOUGHTS AT THE BEGINNING
 As a general rule in our dressage work, there are more
things not to do than to do.
 What we do, should be done with a minimum use of force.
 Before performing the movements themselves, we must
have our horses going properly at the walk, trot & canter in
a harmonious frame.
 After the quality of the three gaits has been established, the
movements will enhance them rather than corrupt them.
 We know that our horses are going well at these three gaits
when they respond generously to our aids; when they do not
hold back.
 They will give themselves to us willingly, if we encourage
them to enjoy their work. This becomes possible when the
work segments are short and rest periods are frequent.
Horses should enjoy their work!

HOW TO ACHIEVE PERFECT BALANCE
When we love our horses, they feel it. This diminishes any fear
they may have, and puts them in a receptive mood, but it does not
solve technical problems.
As long as the rider has not found the right balance and frame for
his horse, there will be resistance. We must continue to look for
the correct scenario through experimentation until the pieces of
the puzzle fall into place.
We experiment by discovering the appropriate elevation of the
neck, the overall round frame and by being careful to render our
horses ever more responsive to our aids. This is possible when the
horse is supple in every part of his body, light in the forehand and
in balance without any resistance. One of the main keys here lies
in getting the jaw to relax.
The solution is different with each horse, but it is never entails
fighting with the horse and repeating the same mistakes day after
day.
Remember that only with a perfectly straight horse we can
acquire perfect balance. Consequently, searching for straightness
must be a constant obsession.

THE RIDER'S HANDS
 It is extremely important to recognize the difference
between being on the bit and over-bent. Unfortunaly, for
many people, these two things look or even feel similar.
But they are very, very different in the way each affects
the horse’s balance and harmony.
 High level riders need to realize that they often have a
habit of restraining their horses too much with their
hands, causing them to resist. This interrupts the horse's
suppleness and harmony.
 Pianists practise scales to train their hands. Fencers spend
much time exercising their hands to be more precise.
Riders need to become more precise in the use of their
hands as well. They must practice using them more in a
forward and giving way, rather than in a pulling and
restraining way. In other words : hands must be used to
relay a message.

BALANCE
 The key word in equitation is BALANCE
 BALANCE is achieved through the activity of the haunches,
something which we all know, but also through supporting
the forehand, something which we sometimes ignore.
 It is futile to try to achieve the support of the forehand
without impulsion
Consequently :
1

Wake your horse up, make him receptive and send him
forward while remaining calm.

2 Give the neck all possible support without turning it
upside down (the action of the hands must be forward
and up).
3 Round the neck by carefully resisting with the hand (first
laterally, then longitudinally) without losing activity and
without allowing the head to drop behind the vertical.
4 Establish constant light contact with the horse’s mouth
through the suppleness of your hips, your back and your
shoulders, as well as through the elasticity of your
elbows, and the play of your fingers.

THROUGHNESS
 Proper submission is characterised by throughness.
 The ability to easily perform transitions from one gait to
another and within the same gait is proof of throughness.
 Conversely, throughness is mainly developed by
performing transitions.

How to proceed with a horse above the bit :
1- Make the horse reach deeply into the snaffle by
making him stretch forward and down (the horse
does not fall on the forehand if the neck is
rounded through the action of a light hand. The
withers remain high).
2- Move
from
one
gait
to
another
(walk>trot>canter/canter>trot>walk) maintaining
activity while keeping the horse slow, round and
light.
3- In trot and in canter make variations in this same
frame (working trot >medium trot>working
trot /working canter>medium canter>working
canter)
Note :
 In points #2 and#3 above, the main difficulty is to maintain the
activity, roundness and lightness of the horse in the downwards transitions. If the horse pulls downwards and fall on the forehand,
the exercise has no value and may indeed be harmful.
 Ask for the same thing with a progressively more elevated neck,
but otherwise with the same imperative conditions.

WARMING UP

First Step:
Obtaining lateral yielding on both sides, inside
hand still and low, playing with outside rein…

Second Step:
...followed by extension of head and
neck.

Third Step:
... keeping light permanent
contact in order to obtain a
horse going light and round
.with long slow strides.

Pour avoir un cheval allant
léger et rond en de longues et
lentes foulées.

CONCLUSION
Although the horse is by nature placid and often
temperamentally not expressive, he is a very sensitive animal,
who instantly notices our emotions, joy, anger, nervousness,
happiness etc..

Let us then use these characteristics rather than impose on
him a certain frame or make him perform a certain
movement through using a set of aids only, as if he were a
puppet at the end of strings that we manipulate. Let us try to
communicate our intentions to him by thinking first about
what we want him to do. This will make us use correct aids
which will become progressively lighter.
If the rider has to ask himself if the horse is alert to his aids
and forward enough, the answer must inevitably be that
there is not sufficient impulsion.

